
Dear Jim, 	
9/9/76  

Ttanks for the fat envelppe holding your 9/5. I'll be going over the clips soon. I still follow the practise of using them for a rest period, whether of body or mind. 
It was no real trouble getting the extra Waosts. it took a little longer than expected, tho. I'll explain so you wan't Seel we are really extending. By now you should have those Sunday pieces, sent 5c1. Another is building up. 
Our local delivery of the WxPost is by a husband/wife team. He takes one part of the route, including the Frederick City depots hike stores and the news stand, and she takes part of the rural split, including us. Generally they have a few extras. If one of us spots something requiring a dupe, mil calls her and she'll leave the extra paper the next day. That Sunday they cold out. She had to await the returns from the stands. After several days they were in our box. Lil then clipped and that was there was to it. I figured it was not urgent that you get it fact or I'd not have used 501. Tour hunch is correct, copying would have been a big job. So it really was no trouble. 
As I recall it was either the Sunday of the Sterneaesler CIA story or the one before that. The Pest has not told me but they have this pair assigned to JET. I gather full time. Oh, well, there is Lane on King. The wheel turns. So do the screws. I'm satisfied a decision to turn to the oiurts As the correct one. 
You are also correct in the belief that the recent weeks have in all ways been tougher. I'm not sure what the explanation is. In one I've worked a sort of improve-ment that is meaningless- except in temporary tranquility. In another I've done an enormous amount of work, with good foresight as the enclosed memo to Howard indicates. On the health I guess it was a combination of only partly perceived tensions and still again bad fits on the supports. 

The friend who has been providing transportation to D.C. made a long day possible yesterday. His speoial schooling is finished. It enable "esar and me to spend the after-noon planning for the evidentiary hearing for which we have only amweek. I'll be doing some memos that may interest you. Where I anticipate they may I'll carbon. 
As soon as tiacciamadavaaaconam we reached the courthouse, while Jim was making Page of notes, all he had time for, bladed on oar conversation in the cab from his home to the courthouse, I phoned Ube center where these supports are measured and could make a one p.m. appointment. This is why we had the downtown celebration, with Bud's eeoretary as guest. She is a fine person, of foreign origin and able to see where those without can use that the well-off throw away. Hence the envelopes and yesterday labels that I'll not have to buy and from which I can cut the address while seeing TV news. We titled a half-block   from this center. They examined the one? I was wearing and agreed that the ad)ustment I'd made was okay. They are not comfortable. ' have to year a pair. I lit the discomfort concentrate at one point on each leg.. his way they don t drag me down. The other set they don't want me to wear. They are sending them back as a Malfit, to be replaced. And they are going to try something that may deter the rolling at the tip of the inside of the thigh, where I'm fleshy and it outs off circulation. These kinds of things are a real drag. I sus-pect that those supports were a major if not the total cause of the real trouble I had. I did, as the waif once said, soak out. That did cause apprehensions. I was satisfied that it was contrbbuting or causative and stopped wearing them, whereafter the symptoms wore off. Most of the chest discomforts have disappeared. Pew this a.m. 
GuessJe has set no new time records. With the speed she's reached it is probably impossible. Presume she is getting along well. Hope so. 
I've also cut back on the clipping and keeping. I can t get to file. Thus you've received what I used to clip and keep where I can guess yoQ can use it. Except on SEAsla and China, where I oan8t take time, I read it first. "11 has done most of the spotting because I've rarely had time to look at the papers. Thanks and best to you both, 



5 September 1976 

Dear Harold: 

I hope the enclosed accumulation of clips makes 
Sense. At one time or another every item seemed of interest. 

And as you can see, Howard's book fimnally got 
reviewed (I'm sending hiltm a copy). It was written before 
Schweiker got drawn into the Sears-Reagan flame, and perhaps 
I should have inserted a paragraph about that disaster before 
the Sun went to press, but I somehow felt it was more effective 
this way, to leave Schweiker's flirting with Ford stand on its 
own feet; somehow it's more effective that way. 

Thanks very much for all the good stuff you've been 
sending, with prominent mention of the Esquire thing by Taylor 
Branch on Rogovin. Extremely interesting. • Among the clips you've 
been sending have been several small items about Nixon, Korff, and 
related things, and you have no idea how useful they are. Very little 
of this small stuff appears out here, and the Times often ignores 
it as too trivial. 'Yet these are the items which usually fill in 
a chronology as nothing else does to suggest a pattern that makes 
sense where nothing else does. 

I note you mention somewhere that in some cases you 
are getting extra copies of the Post in order to provide some of 
these clips. We hope you won't do that unless it's something 
obviously important about Nixon which is too large to copy. We 
really are trying to cut down on our filing work and do not 
ourselves clip more than a tenth of what we used to except with 
respect to nxon and Watergate. And these are largely to round out 
the file and wind up angles which have been left hanging. The 
point is, we don't want to you to go to the bother and expense of 
getting extra copies of the Post unless something unquestionably 
essential is involved, and then only if there's no other way to 
handle it, such as sending a clip here to be copied and returned. 
We're grateful, very grateful for your determination to help, 
especially under the circumstances, but the last thing we want to do is 
to add to your problems. Therefore the sensible thing for you do 
do is to go to no trouble whatever on our behalf. In other words, 
if something you think would interest us is on the other side of 
something you need, forget it unless, as I say, it is obviously 
essential, in which case handle it the least expensive and trouble- 
some way you can. 

We are making a real effort to cut down here. Jenifer 
has worked under self- mposed pressure far too long and hard, being 
the conscientious sort who cannot let anything go undone or half- 
done. 	Somehow we have to find a way to begin living a little now . 
and then, and the only way to do that is to do it, and we're trying. 
So if you have to forego sending us something you normally would send, 
don't worry. We won't miss it if we don't know about it. 

Your recent letters have indicated new physical and other 
difficulties which make things even harder for you. Don't let us 
add to them. That would be the last thing we'd want. 

Take care of yourselves, both of you. 

est, 

jclw 


